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Vulnerability Scanning 
Best Practices 
In today’s hyper-connected world, reports of cyber-attacks and data 

breaches are commonplace. On any given week of the year, you can count 

on seeing news reports of the latest cyber incident. With the average total 

cost of a data breach coming in at an astounding $3.92 million (according 

to the latest analysis by IBM), you can understand why cyber security is an 

increasing concern for businesses all over the world.

Vulnerability scanning is a fundamental component of all good cyber 

security strategies, but it can be complicated, and challenging to get right. 

Whether your organisation is just starting out on its journey to becoming 

more secure, or you’re looking to improve on existing security controls 

and learn more about vulnerability scanning best practices, this guide has 

something for you.

In this guide, you’ll learn about: what is vulnerability scanning, the different 

types of vulnerability scanners available, vulnerability scanning frequency 

best practices, how to choose a vulnerability scanner, and how to get up 

and running with your chosen product. So let’s get started.
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What is vulnerability  
scanning?
Vulnerability scanning is, at the simplest level, the use of software tools to 

identify and report on security issues (known as vulnerabilities) that affect 

your systems.

Vulnerability scanners often have many thousands of automated tests 

at their disposal, and by probing and gathering information about your 

systems, can identify security holes which could be used by hackers to steal 

sensitive information, gain unauthorised access to systems, or to cause 

general disruption to your business.

Armed with this knowledge, an organisation looking to protect itself can 

then take action to remediate the security weaknesses discovered. This 

overall ongoing process of identifying and fixing your weaknesses is known 

as Vulnerability Management.

Who are vulnerability scanning tools for?

News headlines tend to focus on the biggest security breaches, which 

usually affect large organisations. So you’d be forgiven for thinking that 

cyber security is a “big company” problem. However, when it comes to 

cyber security, unfortunately, small doesn’t mean safe.

In the UK, a recent survey conducted by Ipsos Mori on behalf of the UK 

Government concluded that almost two thirds (61%) of medium to large 

sized businesses identified at least one cyber security attack or breach in 

the last 12 months. Smaller businesses are no exception though, of which 

(32%) reported an attack or breach. These findings show that businesses 

of all sizes should consider the threats that are out there, and develop a 

security strategy that stands up to them.

You may not think you have anything worth hacking. But in 2020, it’s very 

https://www.ipsos.com/ipsos-mori/en-uk/cyber-security-breaches-survey-2019


“Vulnerability scanners offer an excellent starting point, 
allowing an organisation to identify their most serious and 
most exposed technical weaknesses so they can react before 
an attacker takes advantage.”

rare that a business of any size does not rely on technology to operate. 

Whether it’s delivering marketing or blog content via a website, operating 

internet-exposed applications or services, or simply the laptops your 

employees use for work; there’s almost always a range of systems that could 

be attacked. All of these systems comprise an attack surface for hackers 

to target. Successful breaches then lead to ransomware attacks, or even a 

compromise of less-sensitive data (such as names and addresses), which 

can result in an exodus of customers to a competitor, or a hefty GDPR fine.

Developing a comprehensive security strategy to mitigate these threats is 

a process that takes years to get right, and it’s one which should constantly 

change and adapt as an organisation grows and the threat landscape 

evolves. Vulnerability scanners offer an excellent starting point though, 

allowing an organisation to identify their most serious and most exposed 

technical weaknesses so they can react before an attacker takes advantage.

 

In short, every business should understand where their cyber weaknesses 

are, and get them fixed.

Vulnerability scanning vs penetration     
testing?

Vulnerability scanning isn’t the only way to discover the vulnerabilities that 

affect your organisation’s systems – manual penetration testing is also a 

common way to check your systems for vulnerabilities.  However, the two 

differ quite significantly in what they have to offer and how much they cost, 

so it’s a reasonable question to ask which of these are appropriate for your 

organisation, and how often they should be performed.
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Vulnerability scanning and penetration testing each have their pros and 

cons. Vulnerability scanning has the advantage that it can be performed 

automatically and continuously at a lower cost, so that new security issues 

can be identified soon after they are introduced. Meanwhile penetration 

testing is usually performed on a consultancy basis, and it comes with time 

and cost overheads that can slow projects down, or be prohibitive in terms 

of how often testing is performed. However, manual pen testing performed 

by skilled and qualified professionals can discover security issues which are 

more complex or specific to the business, which require a human level of 

understanding to discover.

Each has their place, and if budget allows, it’s certainly a best practice 

to employ a combination of both. However, for organisations that are 

looking to get started with protecting their business for the first time, 

we recommend first setting up a vulnerability scanner and regularly 

testing your publicly exposed attack surface. This way of getting started 

makes most sense since penetration testers also make use of vulnerability 

scanners as part of their offering and there’s not a lot of value in paying a 

professional to tell you something you could have found out for yourself. 

Even more importantly, if you can only afford to run a penetration test 

once per year, you remain exposed to configuration mistakes and new 

vulnerabilities for the entirety of the time in between tests.

 

If you’re interested in reading more on this debate, we’ve written an 

article which discusses the differences between penetration testing and 

vulnerability scanning in more detail.

https://www.intruder.io/blog/penetration-testing-vs-vulnerability-scanning
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Defining the scope
In order to use a vulnerability scanner, you first need to know what you’re 

going to point it at. It might sound simple, but if you’re new to vulnerability 

scanning, you might find that there is no central record of the systems your 

organisation is responsible for. If that’s the case, it’s time to start keeping 

track – if you don’t know what you’ve got, you won’t be able to protect it!

Asset management

It’s good practice for organisations to keep a centralised record of the 

systems they have under management (commonly referred to as Asset 
Management). Keeping up to speed with your organisation as it grows or 

changes is essential. As new systems go live, or existing ones change their 

IP addresses or domains, keeping your documentation up to date will help 

make sure that systems don’t fall through the gaps, and miss out on all the 

hard work your scanner is putting into identifying your security weaknesses.

If you’re using modern cloud systems for some of your estate, then this may 

help somewhat, and modern vulnerability scanners will be able to hook 

into your cloud accounts to make this process seamless. However, you will 

undoubtedly have some systems that are outside this (employee devices 

and edge routers & firewalls at the very least), so it’s still a good idea to keep 

an asset register.

Scoping strategies

Now you know what you’ve got, how do you decide what to scan?

It’s common for organisations to deploy a range of systems, from laptops 

and workstations in the office or at home, to systems in cloud platforms like 

AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud. Deciding what to include in scanning can 

be hard work, but there’s multiple ways to tackle it. Here we present three 

strategies, exposure based, sensitivity based and coverage based:
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Exposure-based

Any of your systems which are publicly accessible over the internet are 

effectively available for attack 24 hours a day. As a result, these systems 

are scanned for vulnerabilities by attackers on a constant basis. In fact, 

even unskilled attackers can automatically scan the entire internet for 

weaknesses using freely downloadable tools.

Say for example your company is a tech startup and offers services over the 

internet to its customers. This could be via a website, or web application, 

or anything else hosted online. While access to these applications may 

be secured under normal circumstances, just one weakness or mistake 

occurring in one of these systems could lead to an immediate data breach. 

As these systems are the ones which are being scanned day-in day-out 

by attackers, ideally you need to be doing the same to find those security 

issues before they do.

Serious vulnerabilities on publicly facing systems typically get exploited 

very quickly. To put this into perspective, let’s take a look at a recent attack 

based on a Citrix weakness disclosed in December 2019. The vulnerability 

(CVE-2019-19781), was used to attack foreign exchange company Travelex 

on New Year’s Eve, by targeting an internet-facing VPN service. The 

attackers were successful and caused serious disruption to the company, 

which included encrypting their systems with malware and demanding a 

ransom. Alarmingly, the attacks took place just twelve days from the date 

the vulnerability was publicly disclosed. This high-profile example serves as 

a reminder of how important regular external vulnerability scanning is, and 

how weaknesses can crop up overnight which didn’t exist before, with far-

reaching consequences.

Sensitivity-based

Your company may not have much on the internet that is sensitive. It could 

be just that your main website contains just marketing information, but 

all your sensitive customer information is stored in a central store that’s 

firewalled off from the internet somewhere (whether that’s an individual’s 

laptop, or a network file share). If the reputation damage caused by a 

https://www.intruder.io/blog/hacking-the-entire-internet-just-got-easier
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-19781
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-51017852
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website defacement doesn’t concern you, then in this case you may decide 

it makes more sense to perform vulnerability scans on the systems where 

the sensitive data is stored themselves, to make sure they are as hardened 

as possible against attacks.

Coverage-based

After considering what’s exposed to the internet, and where your most 

sensitive data is stored, it’s worth considering that other company systems 

are still ripe for an attacker to compromise. Vulnerabilities can exist in any of 

your systems, and once an attacker breaches one system, their next move is 

often to use that position as a foothold to launch new attacks.

For example, hackers could breach an employee laptop by sending emails 

containing malicious files (or links to malicious websites) that exploit 

vulnerabilities on the system they are opened on. If a device is successfully 

compromised, it could be used to scan other systems on the same network, 

to exploit vulnerabilities on those too. Alternatively, information or access to 

other systems gained from the laptop may be used in further attacks.

For this reason, it often makes sense to attempt to cover as many systems 

as possible, especially where gaining access to one system could lead to 

breaching others.

Which of these approaches is right for you will depend on your business 

resources, and where and how your most sensitive data is stored – often, 

the right answer will be a combination of all three.



Types of 
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There are many types of vulnerability scanner which perform different 

security tasks, and cover off a range of different attack scenarios. For 

example, an attacker could break into your internal network through a 

vulnerability on an exposed web server, or through unpatched software 

on an employee’s workstation. Identifying these different attack vectors 

require different use-cases of vulnerability scanners, and each are not 

always supported, so it’s worth considering the risks to your business and 

finding a scanner that is suitable. This section goes through the different 

use-cases in more detail.

The main types

The main different types of vulnerability scanners you’ll see will be:

• Network-based vulnerability scanners

• Agent-based vulnerability scanners

• Web-application vulnerability scanners

Network vulnerability scanners

Network vulnerability scanners are so called because they scan your 

systems across the network, by sending probes looking for open ports 

and services, and then probing each service further for more information, 

configuration weaknesses or known vulnerabilities. The way this works can 

differ, you might install a hardware appliance inside your network, or deploy 

a virtual appliance on a virtual machine, and then run scans from that 

machine against all others on the network.

One obvious benefit of network vulnerability scanners is that they can be 

quick to set up, simply install your scanner and get scanning. They can 

quickly become more complicated when it comes to maintenance though, 

keeping appliances up to date, and keeping them in-step with changes on 

your network. This is especially true the more complicated your networks 

become, and the number of scanners you need increases to cover each 

network segment.
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Context-aware scanners

Some scanners can be used 

to check for weaknesses both 

from an external and internal 

perspective, but not all are 

able to report issues in context 

of where the vulnerability was 

found. Many scanners that are 

equipped to perform internal 

and external scans neglect 

to highlight security issues 

which arise from technologies 

which shouldn’t normally be 

externally exposed.

For example, the well known 

‘WannaCry’ ransomware 

spread by exploiting internet-

facing SMB services (a service 

designed for local networks). 

This is an example of a service 

which should never be 

exposed to the internet, but 

many leading vulnerability 

scanners will not highlight 

this as a security issue, since 

they do not add context to 

results based on whether the 

scan was from and internal or 

external perspective.

Internal vs External

Network scanners are often configured either to scan 

“internal” networks, or “external” networks.

As a general rule of thumb, the larger and more 

complex your private networks become, the more 

important it will be to also consider employing an 

internal network scanner that can check your internal 

systems for weaknesses that could lead to the 

compromise of a single system turning into a wider 

breach.

Smaller organisations with a much more modern 

digital footprint may not decide to put internal 

scanning in place early on, such as those with all their 

servers in the cloud and a simple private network for 

internet access only. However, these organisations 

would still benefit from agent-based internal 

scanning, so that vulnerabilities on employee’s 

devices can be identified for patching.

External network scanning

An external vulnerability scan is simply one which 

scans your systems from the outside. What this 

really means is, the scanner’s probes come from an 

untrusted internet address which is outside of any of 

your organisation’s private networks. They simulate 

the activities of a remote attacker looking at which 

systems and services are offered over the internet and 

start by looking for vulnerabilities on your internet-

exposed systems.

Although the amount of information that can be 

discovered by these scans can be limited compared 

to the other types described below, they can also be 
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very revealing in understanding what attackers can see. That’s because if an 

attacker can see a weakness, it’s highly likely they are going to exploit it.

Some vulnerability scanners are well set up to deal with this situation, and 

have scanners ready in the cloud, so no deployment or management of 

your own systems are required. They are simply point and click. Others may 

require you to set up your own scanning appliance, and manage this on an 

ongoing basis. While such services can be cheaper, the overheads here can 

sometimes be not worth the difference in cost.

Internal network scanning

Internal network vulnerability scans are designed to find weaknesses on 

systems which do not expose ports or services to the internet. This kind of 

vulnerability scanning helps to cover off a range of attack scenarios which 

couldn’t be scanned for by external vulnerability scanners. For example, if 

an outdated version of the Firefox browser is in use on a company laptop, 

the machine could be vulnerable to attacks if a user is convinced to visit 

a malicious website. Similarly, there may be vulnerabilities in the ports or 

services a device exposes within a private network (such as weaknesses 

in the SMB service), which also could not be discovered by an external 

scanner.

Internal network-based scanners work broadly in the same way as external 

network scanners do, except the scanning device sits within an internal 

network, so services and devices which only expose themselves within a 

private network can be assessed.

Internal scans can be useful for identifying potentially vulnerable devices 

that were not known about in advance, as they can sweep a whole network 

range. However, they can be highly ineffective at providing detailed 

information unless they are provided with credentials for logging into 

systems and querying for specific patch and configuration data. This is 

known as “authenticated scanning”. Authenticated scanning can provide 

much more detailed vulnerability information, but it can be tricky to 

configure and maintain. For that reason, a popular alternative is running 

“agent-based” scanners.

https://www.intruder.io/blog/smbghost-strange-smb-vulnerability-disclosures-and-wannacry-2-0
https://www.intruder.io/blog/smbghost-strange-smb-vulnerability-disclosures-and-wannacry-2-0
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Agent-based Scanners

Agent-based scanning is performed by installing lightweight software 

scanners on each device to be covered, which can run local vulnerability 

scans and report back to a central server with the results.

In the same way as authenticated network scans, this type of scanner can 

pick up on a wide range of vulnerabilities, including weaknesses in software 

which doesn’t expose ports or services for remote access at all (e.g. a 

vulnerable version of Firefox). While it can be a little more time consuming 

installing agents across your digital estate, they have the benefit that once 

they are installed they can report back even if removed from the network 

(such as laptops being taken for home working).

Both types of internal scanner have their limitations and advantages. For 

modern organisations with simple internal networks and the majority 

of their infrastructure in the cloud, an agent-based scanner would be 

the logical choice. For organisations with complex internal networks, the 

choice of which type to go for is a little more difficult, and for the most 

mature organisations - and where budget allows - deploying a combination 

of both types of scanner should be considered. For a full discussion on 

the advantages and disadvantages of agent-based and network-based 

scanners, we’ve written an article which goes into more depth.

Web application scanners

Web application vulnerability scanners are a specialised type of vulnerability 

scanner which focus on finding weaknesses in web applications and 

websites. Traditionally, they work by ‘crawling’ through a site or application 

in a similar way as a search engine would, sending a range of probes to 

each page or form it finds to look for weaknesses.

Many vulnerability scanners include web application scanning as part of 

their offering, although it can be licensed separately. Others are dedicated 

purely to web application scanning, while some vendors include it along 

with a range of other checks.

https://www.intruder.io/blog/agent-based-vs-network-based-internal-vulnerability-scanning
https://www.intruder.io/blog/agent-based-vs-network-based-internal-vulnerability-scanning
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One thing you might want to look out for is whether the scanner can 

perform authenticated web application scanning or not. Authenticated 

scanning is where the application is scanned past the login page, from the 

perspective of a malicious user, or attacker with credentials to log into the 

app.

Due to the amount of business logic and complexity that goes into making 

web applications, even the very best vulnerability scanners on the market 

today struggle to identify some application flaws effectively, and they still 

sadly don’t come close to a human expert looking for flaws manually. It’s 

important to understand what they are good at, and what they struggle 

with.

They are generally good at identifying straightforward weaknesses (such as 

simple SQL injections and cross-site scripting flaws). Weaknesses which are 

less straightforward to exploit cannot reliably be detected, in particular:

• Access control weaknesses (such as unauthorised access to 

information which should require a higher privileged account)

• Exposure of sensitive information (scanners can often discover this 

information, but can’t always tell it’s sensitive!)

• Weaknesses in multi-step workflows (such as multi-page forms)

• Weaknesses involving storing a payload which gets executed 

elsewhere (such as persistent cross-site scripting)

• Session-based weaknesses (weaknesses in the mechanisms used 

to manage user authentication)
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The OWASP Top Ten

The OWASP project has long since been the go-to resource for web 

application vulnerabilities, and they release a “Top Ten” summary of the 

most common web application flaws every few years. Of the 10 issues 

OWASP lists in the latest version of the document, many are either poorly 

detected by web application scanners, or only certain types of the flaws can 

be reliably detected.

Single Page Applications

Modern single-page apps are tough for automated scanners, as they fail to 

properly discover and generate legitimate application requests to perform 

their tests with.

False Positives

Verifying whether vulnerabilities are false positives is a difficult task for an 

automated scanner to do effectively, and most do not attempt to do so. As 

a result, you may end up trawling through long lists of non-issues which 

could quickly grow into a time-consuming process.

Automated scanners are certainly capable of discovering genuine web 

application security issues, but they are unlikely to catch everything and 

shouldn’t be the only defence that’s put in place. Our recommendation is 

to ensure that web applications are regularly penetration tested, including 

where a web application scanner is in place. This strategy is a more robust 

way of discovering a wide range of weaknesses and, if budget allows, it is a 

best practice.

https://www.owasp.org/images/7/72/OWASP_Top_10-2017_%28en%29.pdf.pdf
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Choosing the right vulnerability scanner for you can be difficult, and the 

range of quality in vulnerability scanning products is significant and not 

always transparent. You’ll be relying on your chosen scanner to help prevent 

attacks daily, so how do you know a scanner you evaluate is effective, and 

how are you supposed to compare one against another? We’ve included a 

few due diligence tips and best practices below.

Take it for a spin

Most vulnerability scanners offer limited free trials, to give the user a chance 

to get used to how it works, and what the features are. This is a great way 

to get a feel for the product, its features and usability. A logical next step is 

to run a scan against a selection of your own systems and see what comes 

back. If you’re comparing multiple scanners, it could be a good exercise 

to run them both against the same systems and see what is discovered. 

Unfortunately, a like-for-like comparison of two or more scanners doesn’t 

always show a clear picture of how they compare. For example, one of the 

scanners you’re appraising may return more security issues which are false 

positives (issues which the scanner has mistakenly identified as a security 

issue). If you don’t have the ability within your team to verify whether a 

security issue is valid or not, then this exercise may not be enough.

It’s also worth noting that there might not be anything wrong with 

your systems right now, which reduces the value of doing this type of 

comparison of scanners. If the systems you’re scanning do not have a 

wide range of security problems in them (that you already know about), 

it will be tough to gauge how good a scanner is. Furthermore, a lot of 

vulnerability scanners stuff their results with ‘Informational’ issues which 

are not actually security problems. Watch out for these and remember that 

a simple comparison of the numbers of issues each scanner has discovered 

is missing the point. You’ll likely be interested in which scanner can find 

the most genuine security problems, and the best way to do this is to scan 

systems which are known to be vulnerable. If you have any systems with 

known issues already, these would be good candidates for your test scans.
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Find out what the scanner can check for

Most vulnerability scanners offer a list of security issues that the scanner 

checks for. This can be a good way to help you decide on which scanner is 

right for you. By reviewing the scanner’s documentation, you can confirm 

that it is capable of checking for security issues in the range of software 

and applications which comprise your organisation’s digital estate. We’ve 

listed below some broad classes of vulnerability which a comprehensive 

vulnerability scanner should be able to check for, with some examples:

Vulnerable Software – This class of vulnerabilities is the biggest 

category, as it includes checks for known weaknesses in all kinds of 

3rd party software and hardware. These are weaknesses discovered 

by security researchers in certain versions a particular technology. 

Some examples of these would be a weak version of a Nginx web 

server, a vulnerable FTP service or weaknesses in a Cisco router or 

VPN.

Web Application Vulnerabilities – These are weaknesses in your 

web applications. There’s a wide range of weaknesses which could 

be used to gain unauthorised access to information, compromise 

the web server or attack web application users.  Some examples 

of these would be weaknesses such as SQL injection, cross-site 

scripting and directory traversal weaknesses.

Common Mistakes & Misconfigurations – These are a class of 

weaknesses which include identifying software which has been 

incorrectly configured, commonly made mistakes, and security 

best practices which aren’t being followed. Some examples of these 

would be exposed SVN/git repositories, open email relays, and or a 

web server configured to reveal sensitive information.

Encryption Weaknesses – A wide range of weaknesses in 

the encryption configurations used to protect data in transit 

between your users and servers can be identified by vulnerability 

scanners. These should include checks for weaknesses in SSL/TLS 

implementations, such as use of weak encryption ciphers, weak 
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encryption protocols, SSL certificate misconfigurations, and use of 

unencrypted services such as FTP.

Attack Surface Reduction – Some scanners can detect areas where 

you could reduce your attack surface. This is the principle of publicly 

exposing only the core services you absolutely need to. External 

vulnerability scanners can identify ports and services which could 

represent a security risk by leaving them exposed to the internet. 

Some examples of these are: exposed databases, administrative 

interfaces, and sensitive services such as SMB.

Information Leakage – This class of checks report on areas where 

your systems are reporting information to end-users which should 

remain private.

Not all vulnerability scanners include checks for all of the above categories, 

and within each category the number and quality of checks vary too. 

Some scanners are focussed on one particular class of vulnerabilities - 

for example, web application vulnerabilities. A web application focussed 

scanner wouldn’t necessarily check for infrastructure level flaws, such as 

known vulnerabilities in the web server in use. If you’re only employing one 

vulnerability scanner, it’s certainly worth making sure that it can handle all 

of the above, so there aren’t any gaps in your security coverage.



“Before choosing a scanner, it’s worth asking yourself which 
features are essential for you, and which you don’t need. 
Armed with this knowledge, you’ll be able to more easily 
decide which product to go with.”

Check for essential features

The range of vulnerability scanners on the market are greatly varied, and 

each offers a unique set of features which offer different core functionality 

and “nice-to-haves” which are non-essential features that are designed 

make your life easier.

Before choosing a scanner, it’s worth asking yourself which features are 

essential for you, and which you don’t need. Armed with this knowledge, 

you’ll be able to more easily decide which product to go with. We’ve listed 

below some scanner features you may wish to consider:

• Scheduling – can you schedule scans to run out of peak hours, or 

during supported times?

• Frequency – how often can you run scans?

• Reporting – is the report easy to read and could you pass it on to a 

customer?

• API – can you programmatically trigger a scan after a development 

cycle?

• Compliance – is the scanner appropriate for your compliance 

requirements?

• Cloud integrations – does the scanner integrate with your cloud 

provider

• Proactive scans – can the scanner check your systems for the 

latest threats automatically?

022The Ultimate Guide to Vulnerability Scanning |
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Reporting

Reporting is an important factor to consider on its own. There are two main 

uses for a security report from a vulnerability scanner: your developers 

and security engineers will use it to fix security weaknesses, and you may 

also need to use it to pass onto your partners and customers as proof of 

your secure practices. It’s important that the security issues detailed in the 

report give remediation advice in clear language that can easily be used 

to resolve the issue. Some vulnerability scanning reports are difficult to 

read and understand, whilst others present a clear, concise description of a 

security issue along with simple instructions on how to put a fix in place.

It’s common for prospective customers or partners to ask for proof of 

security. When passing on a security report to a third party, you’ll want to 

make sure you can easily pass on a well-formatted document that clearly 

details any remaining vulnerabilities and gives the reader a good insight 

into what’s been tested for. Most vulnerability scanners will allow you to 

download a report during the trial period, so don’t forget to take a look.  

Pricing

Price and available budget are always going to be a major consideration 

when choosing a vulnerability scanner. Cyber security budgets are 

often tight, and there are a wide range of security products and other 

costs which are competing for the same budget that will be spent on a 

vulnerability scanner. Thankfully, most vulnerability scanners on the market 

are fairly priced in comparison with what they offer, so in general you do 

get what you pay for. That said, some vulnerability scanners are cheaper 

because they offer a cut-down set of features, which you might not require, 

so some shopping around to try out a few different scanners is time well 

spent.

Comparing price of vulnerability scanners is an area in which it’s worth 

treading carefully too. The range of software which can be classed as a 

‘vulnerability scanner’ is vast, and the quality and range of checks they offer 
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varies greatly too. If one of the options you are considering is significantly 

cheaper than the others, then some extra due diligence may be required 

to make sure that it’s capable of performing the same range of security 

checks as the others you are comparing it to.

Licensing & discovery scanning

Most modern vulnerability scanners have a pricing model which varies 

depending on the number of systems you’d like to cover. Pricing will vary 

depending on the type of scanner you’re using, and which features you 

require, but broadly, you’ll be charged depending on the size of your digital 

estate and how many systems are being scanned.

As we touched on in the ‘Defining the scope’ section above, some 

organisations may have difficulty answering the question “how many 

licenses do we need?” at this stage, as they may not know exactly how 

many live systems they are responsible for. This can be a challenge, 

especially since the answer to this question may have a significant effect on 

the cost of the scanner. Many scanners are able to help with this problem, 

using what’s commonly known as ‘discovery scanning’. Discovery scanning 

is a light-touch scan designed to discover which systems are live and which 

are not. For example, you may have a range of public IP addresses, such as 

1.2.3.4/24, which corresponds to 256 IP addresses. The chances are that not 

all of these are in use, and you may wish to save on costs by only paying for 

vulnerability scanning licenses for the systems which are active.

This is where discovery scanning can be useful. You can run a simple scan 

on your range of IPs to discover which respond – those that don’t respond 

to probes on any port are either inactive or are not exposed to the scanner, 

so you won’t need licenses for those. Some modern scanners can save 

licenses for you automatically, by running discovery scans and only using 

licenses on live systems. This feature can save both time and money, as you 

can enter all of your known IPs, and the scanner will only charge you for 

those they are currently live and in use. 
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Now that you’ve decided which systems should be in scope, and what type 

of scanner you need, you’re ready to start scanning. So how often should 

you ideally be running vulnerability scans?

It partly depends on what you’re scanning, and why you’re doing it. Here 

are three strategies to consider:

Change based

Fast-moving tech companies often deploy code or infrastructure changes 

on a daily basis, while other organisations can have a relatively static 

setup, and not be making regular changes to any of their systems. New 

vulnerabilities can easily be introduced with any new development, which 

you’ll want to know about. This could be via a configuration mistake, or 

new services being deployed that contain unknown vulnerabilities. For this 

reason, running a vulnerability scan after even minor changes are applied 

to your systems is a sensible approach.

Hygiene based

Even if you don’t make regular changes to your systems, there is still an 

incredibly important reason to scan your systems on a regular basis, and 

one that is sometimes overlooked by organisations new to vulnerability 

scanning: security researchers regularly find new vulnerabilities in software 

of all kinds, and public exploit code which makes exploiting them a breeze 

can be publicly disclosed at any time.

“New vulnerabilities are discovered every day, so even 
if no changes are deployed to your systems, they could 
become vulnerable overnight.”

No software is exempt from this rule of thumb. Whether it’s your web 

server, operating systems, a particular development framework you use, 

your remote-working VPN, or firewall.
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The notorious WannaCry cyber-attack shows us that timelines in such 

situations can be tight, and organisations that don’t react in reasonable 

time to both discover and remediate their security issues put themselves 

at risk. Microsoft released a patch for the vulnerability WannaCry used to 

spread just 59 days before the attacks took place. What’s more, attackers 

were able to produce an exploit and start compromising machines only 

28 days after a public exploit was leaked. Bear in mind, also, that this is an 

example of a service in which no development or changes were made.

Looking at the timelines in this case alone, it’s clear that by not running 

vulnerability scans and fixing issues within a 30-60 day window is taking a 

big risk. Using a vulnerability scanner on at least a monthly basis allows you 

to keep ahead of these nasty surprises.

Compliance based

If you’re running vulnerability scans for compliance reasons, then specific 

regulations often explicitly state how often vulnerability scans should be 

performed. For instance, PCI DSS requires that quarterly external scans are 

performed on the systems in its scope. However, Intruder recommends 

thinking carefully about your scanning strategy, as regulatory rules are 

meant as a one-size-fits-all guideline which may not be appropriate for 

your business. Simply comparing this 90-day regulation with the timelines 

seen in the WannaCry example above shows us that such guidelines don’t 

always cut the mustard.

To sum up, as a bare minimum, Intruder recommends running full 

vulnerability scans on at least a monthly basis. On top of this, it’s important 

to run incremental scans when new changes or development take place 

and when serious new vulnerabilities are discovered. Whilst much of this 

can be automated, the resource required to keep on top of security news 

and the latest vulnerabilities can be prohibitive to effective vulnerability 

management. Choosing a vulnerability scanner that can automatically 

check your systems for the latest threats will help to reduce the workload 

and allow your security strategy to be effective, even where resources are 

tight.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WannaCry_ransomware_attack
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-0144
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So, let’s say you’ve chosen which scanner to go with – great!

Here are some final pointers which are important to consider before you 

sign up and kick off your first scans:

Are your systems accessible to the scanner?

It may sound like an obvious one, but this can be an easy mistake to make! 

When you kick off your scan, the vulnerability scanner doesn’t know 

anything about your systems, so if it doesn’t discover any open ports or 

services it may report a clean slate – no issues. If your firewall is blocking the 

scanner, or the systems being scanned are otherwise inaccessible to the 

scanner, then it won’t be able to discover any security issues. It may not be 

immediately obvious that this is the case when you check your scan results, 

so it’s worth thinking about.

Intrusion prevention systems

Are any of your systems protected by an intrusion prevention system (IPS/

IDS) or web application firewall (WAF)?

Some security technologies out there are designed to protect your systems 

but could instead get in the way of you making the most out of your 

vulnerability scanner. These systems are a great addition to your security 

suite, but if not configured correctly, they’ll interfere with your scan results 

and potentially even silently block your vulnerability scanner from doing 

its job. These systems are designed to keep out the bad guys, but there’s 

no sense in allowing them to block a vulnerability scanner from trying to 

do its job, so make sure that you’ve configured your security software to 

whitelist your scanner. Whitelisting your vulnerability scanner might seem 

unrealistic (since the real bad guys aren’t whitelisted), but it’s actually the 

most robust way to protect your systems.

Consider a situation in the future where a vulnerability in your WAF is 
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discovered that allows an attacker to bypass it. Or perhaps the hacker has 

already compromised another system which has already been whitelisted. 

In order to protect against these types of attacks, your vulnerability scanner 

needs to be able to scan underneath the protective layers, so you get a feel 

for how those systems would fare if those protections fail.

Whitelisting your scanner to allow unhindered access to your systems will 

maximise your chances of successfully discovering security issues which 

would otherwise be blocked. It’s important to note that IPS systems and 

other protective technologies such as WAFs are a good added measure, 

but they should not be relied upon as a sole protection against attacks. 

Whilst they are generally good at blocking a range of attacks, they are not 

infallible. Ways to bypass their protections are often discovered, and hackers 

can employ techniques which make their attacks undetectable to these 

systems.

Finally

We hope you have found some useful information on vulnerability scanning 

best practices in this introductory guide by Intruder. Intruder offers a free 

trial of our continuous vulnerability monitoring product, so if you’d like to 

give our product a spin you can get started here. If you have any questions 

on vulnerability scanning best practices or would like to learn more about 

Intruder’s comprehensive vulnerability scanner, please get in touch with 

the team at contact@intruder.io.

http://www.intruder.io
https://portal.intruder.io/free_trial/?utm_source=guide
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About Intruder

Intruder is an international cyber security company that helps organisations 

reduce their cyber exposure by providing an effortless vulnerability 

scanning solution. Intruder’s cloud-based vulnerability scanner discovers 

security weaknesses across your digital estate. Offering industry-leading 

security checks, continuous monitoring and an easy-to-use platform, 

Intruder keeps businesses of all sizes safe from hackers.

Founded in 2015, Intruder has been awarded a range of awards and 

accolades, including being selected for GCHQ’s Cyber Accelerator 

programme. Intruder brings high quality cyber security services to 

organisations of all shapes and sizes, by making cyber security simple 

and easy-to-use, without compromising on the complexity and depth of 

security coverage. With an external vulnerability scanner and an agent-

based internal vulnerability scanner included, it’s easier than ever to scan 

systems throughout your digital estate.

Reviews and testimonials can be found on G2, or you can read more about 

Intruder here.

https://www.g2.com/products/intruder/reviews
https://www.intruder.io/about-us
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